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◆REASON 
At first,I explain about why I took part in this program.I’m a 2years student doing a master 
mathematics degree.It’s a little late for studying abroad but I challenged this because I think it is 
very important to enter the situation that I have to speak and listen English.This real experience 
gave me many realizations about the profits of studying English.For example,I noticed poor 
knowledge of English limits the opportunity to speak and act.Sometimes, I had to give up saying 
my opinion because I didn’t know how to explain my opinion. I was so disappointed that I decided 
to continue studying English.Another example is that speaking English enables me to communicate 
with many people who have defferent cultures and thoughts.Through the program,I was surprised 
at Korean’s high level of English ability and rich emotional expression. 
 
◆content 
For the content of the program,I think the level is not too easy and it is moderate for me.In the 
class,I like playing the vocabulary game with my classmate.we use that game by using 
smartphone.The first person to solve all vocabulary quiz wins the game and gets the title of quiz 
king!!But,regretably I never could win the game.Other than that,the class has a lesson that we 
watch the video about the topics of the day and discuss the content after that. The most difficult 
part of my lesson is listening.Sometimes I couldn’t hear what that was saying,I when I asked my 
classmates any questions,they kindly told me.At that time,I was moved by the kindnessof my 
classmates.Of course,even if I ask the teacher a question,they will answer.The content of the video 
was full of useful topics such as differences in etiquette around the world,important things in 
discussion,how to present. 
 
◆happening 
When I was taking classes,I had a hard time disconnecting  
Wi-Fi.This sometimes hindered classes.So if you are  
thinking of studying online,you should pay attention to the 
communication environment.Some of my classmates had 
bad internet and took classes at a café,but I don’t  
recommend it.That’s because the noise around him made his 
voice hard to hear. 
 
◆key point 
I think the most interesting point in the class is the character 
of our teacher.We have two teachers and both of them are 
very good at making class exciting and enlived.I will put a  
picture of the teache who turned into a banana.You can  
understand how interesting our teachers are by looking at this, 
can’t you?  
 

 
My teacher who makes  
        full use of zoom 


